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the screen in all circumstances and with 
all kinds of content.

Innovative sensor and camera tech-
nology is now enabling us to create new 
user interaction possibilities with the TV 
and the applications. Co-watching using 
Skype, voice and gesture control and 
cloud gaming are only a few examples 
of technologies that we are developing 
for the current generations of Smart TV.

The drive for thin and narrow TV’s is 
putting huge challenges to the mechan-
ical design team. Miniaturization and 
usage of new construction and finishing 
techniques are the key drivers to create 
a successful design.

The unique Ambilight feature of the 
Philips TV’s was invented here more 
than 10 years ago. Today we are bring-
ing Ambilight one step further into the 
living room, creating a much richer 
experience for the consumer. The new 
Philips “hue lamps” can be connected 
to the TV via an app on your smart 
phone or tablet and is integrated in the 
TV’s Ambilight system.  n

VUB - 2 million euros for building 
blocks holographic television

EU grant for top research 
VUB professor
Prof. Dr. Peter Schelkens of the Vrije 
Universiteit Brussel has received sub-
stantial funding from the European 
Research Council for his research on 
holographic imaging. Peter Schelkens 
wants to develop new digital signal rep-
resentations for holographic television 
with this funding. This starting grant 
is provided by the European Research 
Council (ERC) of the European Union. 

The image processing research at the 
IRIS research team, belonging to the 
Department of Electronics and Informatics 
Department (ETRO), has a solid reputa-
tion in the domain of image and video 
compression algorithms. Several tech-
nologies developed by IRIS were incor-
porated into the international JPEG and 
MPEG standards. IRIS is now focusing its 
research on holographic imaging.

Since the invention of holography in 
1948, researchers are attempting to 
realize realistic 3D projections. Recent 
developments in photonics, microelec-
tronics and computer engineering offer 
the prospect that this will soon be feasi-
ble. Probably holographic television with 
acceptable visual quality will be possible 
within the next decade.

But in order to generate and process 
these 3D images we require massive 
supercomputers given current technolo-
gies. Moreover, this data will have to be 
distributed over networks.

In order to reduce these bottlenecks, 
Peter Schelkens wants to develop a 
formula that will reduce the amount of 
data to be handled. For this purpose effi-
cient data representations will be exam-
ined which originate from the wavelet 
theory formulated by world-renowned 

mathematician and VUB alumnus Ingrid 
Daubechies. Wavelets are incredibly 
powerful mathematical tools for analyz-
ing and compactly describing signals. 
Because they operate similarly to the 
way our brains processes visual signals, 
wavelets are hugely popular in digital 
image processing.

Moreover, holographic coding architec-
tures will be designed that will address 
the bandwidth issues in this project. 
Additionally, improved models of the 
human visual system will be developed 
which will allow to minimize the impact 
of reconstruction errors during the visu-
alization of the holographic content.
Schelkens’ research should not only 
have a significant impact on the further 
developments in holographic television, 
but also seeding new applications in the 
fields of medical imaging, biophotonics, 
life sciences and telecommunications. 

The European Research 
Council (ERC)
The European Research Council (ERC) 
of the European Union is the first pan-
European funding organization for fron-
tier research. Its goal is to stimulate 
scientific excellence in Europe and to 
support the very best and most creative 
researchers. In addition to the ERC 
Consolidator Grant for independent and 
outstanding scientists, which was award-
ed to Peter Schelkens, it also allocates two 
other types of financing. One for young 
promising researchers (“ERC Starting 
Grants”), and one for senior research 
leaders (“ERC Advanced Grants”).  n

continuation on page 5

ence with young and fresh ideas. For 
any of your questions related to smart 
electronic systems and the underlying 
Key Enabling Technology (KET) of micro/
nano-electronics, please do not hesitate 
to contact Björn, Edmond, Frederik, 
Geert, Jan, Johan, Leo, Shirine, Vera or 
myself. We will be very happy to serve 
you!

But the new DSP Valley 2.0, with its 
new strategy about smart electronic sys-
tems, and the 10 people strong cluster 
management team, is worth nothing 
without its members! And who are 
these members: you are! Nowadays, 
you are 100! During the last year, we 
were very glad to welcome about 30 
new members, both from academia and 
industry, including large multinational 
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